
Contextual Safeguarding: Addressing
Extremism, Exploitation & Youth Violence

PROFESSIONALS | TEACHERS

Dates available 
from Sept 2021 
- February 2022
(See sign up details 

below)

Who: Interactive online training sessions for professionals with expert facilitators : 2 hours
What: Up-skill staff in contextual and complex safeguarding to address extremism, violence and 
exploitation. Interactive with practical information, tools and knowledge sharing.
How: Provide staff with an overview of the Contextual Safeguarding (CS) model in relation to 
extremism, exploitation and youth violence, including an update on extremism & serious youth 
violence in their local area and provide tools with which to practically implement contextual 
safeguarding principles.
Resources: Slides, activities, presentation materials, staff feedback, certificate and online portal for 
resources post-delivery.

"There was a good mix of contextual information, interactive sessions and practical applications for our work.  We are 
going to discuss the next steps our our next management meeting - and agree a plan of actions."

For more information contact: 
prevent.team @blackburn.gov.uk / 01254 585260

QUALITY | EXPERTISE | INSIGHT | IMPACT

2021- 2022 | Prevent 

Tailored  | Hyper-local updates | National Trends

"Excellent knowledge base in a relaxed and informative manner, which was encouraging and inclusive."

"I'm more confident to engage ss the training has reinforced and increased my knowledge. 
We are continuing our mapping to informour new strategy. 

Learning Outcomes

Local Update: Participants are given an update on the key happenings in their area based on research led by front-
line practitioners. The update will give an insight into extremist content/activities and themes related to gangs and 
intra-personal youth violence.

National extremist and violence trends: Conspiracy theories | Hateful Extremism | Rise of the Far Right | Islamist 
and IS inspired operations | Violent extremism and geographies of harm with practical exercises 

Contextual Safeguarding Intro: Participants are given 3 case studies based on real life events of extra-familial 
harm. They have to highlight the main concerns in regards to the case studies, each related to a different child 
who share the same context. Participants are introduced to this model of safeguarding, re-visiting the case 
studies as they go.

Spheres of Influence: Activity that explores the CS model whilst considering the influence the different contexts 
have over a child. Participants consider a yp in their school and discuss how each of these contexts influences 
them. This activity will allow staff to understand the areas in which a child needs safeguarding.

Support Mapping: Using the Contextual Safeguarding within  the Local Landscape: Participants consider 
geography of their school, language of their students, behaviour themes to create a shared community map. 
Allows staff to develop a clear picture of the community in which they operate – can be taken away and 
developed for operational purposes.

To register for a workshop, click on the Eventbrite link below:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/contextual-safeguarding-addressing-extremism-exploitation-youth-violence-
tickets-155959925335


